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PLANETARY GEARBOX

Digga gearboxes are planetary gear driven. The main reason for their popularity 
is that planetary gears offer large savings in weight, volume and cost thus 
permitting compact constructions at competitive prices. Planetary gear drives are 
also very low maintenance and other than oil changes rarely require any other 
maintenance. 

WHAT IS A DIGGA AUGER DRIVE?

A Digga Auger Drive is a set of gears, shafts, and bearings that are enclosed in a 
housing and are arranged in a way that resemble a solar system, with one or more 
planet gears orbiting around a sun gear.

Digga Auger Drive are also known as speed reducers. They convert input speed 
(typically provided by an hydraulic motor) into a lower output speed while corre-
spondingly creating higher torque. In other words, gearboxes reduce RPM, turn-
ing it into power for use in low RPM high-torque applications.

The technical explanation for such reductions is to be found in the sharing of 
forces among several load bearing components.

Sun: (Yellow) The central gear 

Planet Gear: (Red) Can be three, four or five gears that are 
held by the planet carrier and orbit around the sun gear.

Ring Gear: (Light Blue) An outer ring with inward-facing teeth 
that mesh with the planet gears. 

Carrier:  (Dark Blue) Holds one or more peripheral planet gears, 
of the same size, meshed with the sun gear 

A gear set comprises of an internal cut ring gear and a planet carrier, with normally three gears mounted 
on to the carrier via needle roller bearings. These are driven by the input or sun gear. That is, the three 
gears on the planet carrier travel around, driven by the sun gear, driving off the outer ring and thus driving 
the output shaft. Hence the term “planetary”. Digga have multiple types of gear sets with multiple gear-
ings including 3 planet, 4 planet and 5 planet gear sets.

GEAR SET
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WHY USE PLANETARY GEARS

•
 

Large savings in weight, volume and cost.

•
 

Permit compact constructions at competitive prices. 

•
 

Very low maintenance, other than oil changes rarely require any other maintenance. 

•
 

Allows unlimited variable to occur ie. Different combinations of gear ratios and motor sizes for a more 

varied range.

GEARBOXES ARE KNOWN AS SPEED REDUCERS OR TORQUE MULTIPLIERS

•
 

They convert input speed (typically provided by a hydraulic motor) into a lower output speed while 
correspondingly multiplying higher torque. 

•
 

In other words, gearboxes reduce RPM, turning it into power for use in low Speed                     

high-torque applications.

Input Speed
Flow =RPM

Output Torque 
Power = Nm
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The Gear Ratio is determined by the number of teeth on the Ring Gear (Blue gear) divided by the number 
of teeth on the  yellow gear (the sun gear) + 1. Ie. GF= ratio of the gearbox X ci of the motor - 3.48 X 7.6 ci 
=26.44 GF

GEAR FACTOR

26.44 GF basically delivers the same power and speed as a 26.44ci motor. 

The higher the Gearfactor the more power produced & less speed for a given flow & constant pressure
ie PD50 is a GF 521. The lower the Gearfactor the more speed and less power for the same flow & constant 
pressure ie PD4 is GF 70.

BENEFITS OF GB/MOTOR COMBINATION OVER MOTOR ONLY

•

 

Motor and gearbox is smaller and more compact than the motor only.

•

 

Major cost benefits of GB/Motor combination over Motor only. 

•

 

Increased bearing sizes can go in Gearboxes for increasing our side load. 
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ORDER 
CODE

REC 
FLOW
(LPM)

REC
PRESSURE

(BAR)

PDD 15-45 125-240

PDX 20-50 125-240

PDX2 30-50 125-240

PD3 45-75 175-240

PD4 50-85 175-240 2 KW MOTOR

PD4 60-90 175-240

PD5 70-115 175-240

PD6 75-115 175-240

PD7 80-115 175-240

PD8 80-115 175-240

PD10 80-115 175-240

PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE(PRV) 
RECOMMENDED WHEN FITTED TO 

EXCAVATORS

PD6HF 70-230 240 PRV

PD8HF 100-230 240 PRV

PD10HF 100-230 240 PRV

PD12 110-230 240 PRV

PD15 125-230 240 PRV 6 KW MOTOR

PD18 130-230 240 PRV

PD22 140-230 240 PRV

PD25 140-230 240 PRV

PD30 140-230 240 PRV

PD40 150-230 240 PRV

PD50 150-230 240 PRV

PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE(PRV) FITTED 
AS STANDARD

Ideally drive units are coded to approximately match the machine tonnage. Please be aware that this is a 
guide only and it is required to check the Kw’s of the machine before confirming the correct drive unit that 
the customer requires.   

MACHINES UP 
TO 2T

MACHINES 
2 TO 4T

MACHINES 
4 TO 11T

MACHINES 
12 TO 15T

MACHINES 
15 TO 24T

MACHINES 
25 TO 50T
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CHOOSING A  DRIVE

HOW TO FIT THE CORRECT DRIVE UNIT TO A PARTICULAR MACHINE AND APPLICATION

Digga Auger Drives are named according to the machine they best suit i.e. A PD-5 best suits a 5 tonne 
machine. A PD-22 best suits a 22 tonne machine and so on.

If a customer was wanting to order a drive unit for a 4 tonne excavator we would start with a PD-4. If they 
was digging small diameter holes in soft ground conditions we could offer them a PD-3. This would give 
them more speed but less power (torque).  If they was digging a large diameter hole in hard ground, we 
would match a PD-5 to their machine. This will give them less speed  but more power insuring the auger 
does not stall inside the hole.

1. Match drive unit to the machine type
2. Fine tune the choice depending on intended use
3. Check that flows and pressure are suitable for the host machine

What

 

is

 

the

 

intended

 

use

 

of

 

the

 

auger

 

drive?

what

 

tonnage

 

is

 

your

 

machine?

What

 

is

 

the

 

ground

 

condition?

What

 

torque

 

do

 

you

 

require?

 

(If

 

screw

 

anchoring)

What

 

is

 

the

 

maximum

 

size

 

auger

 

you

 

would

 

like

 

to

 

drill

 

with?

Machine

 

make

 

and

 

model?

What

 

depth

 

do

 

you

 

need

 

to

 

drill

 

down

 

to?

Do

 

you

 

know

 

the

 

flow

 

and

 

pressure

 

of

 

your

 

machine?

QUESTIONS

 

TO

 

ASK
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AUGER DRIVES - THE FACTS 

AUGER DRIVES
Premium Drives Supa Drives Mega Drives I Drive

Digga’s Premium Drive range 

for the ultimate in performance, 

quality and cost effectiveness. 

The highest quality range on 

the market today. Incorporating 

a quality Digga manufactured 

Planetary gearbox and powered 

by Eaton hydraulic motors. 

For the serious drilling operator, 

Digga’s range of Supa Drives 

provide the most versatile selection 

of supreme planetary drives 

combining greater power and 

speed than ever before. Torques 

from 50,000Nm up to 150,000Nm. 

Fully Australian made with 

Heavy Duty Digga manufactured 

Planetary Gearbox

The Digga Mega Drive range is 

not for the faint hearted and is 

the ultimate in mega high torque 

performance from 160,000 up to 

300,000Nm. Incorporating leading 

edge design technology, a choice 

of single speed, dual speed, or 

the latest in advanced drilling 

multispeed. Delivering up to 12 

levels of torque and speed for the 

ultimate in drive technology and 

performance. Customised units 

are our speciality. Fully Australian 

made, with mega heavy duty 

Digga manufactured planetary 

gearbox.

The World First, award winning, 

Digga ‘I-Drives’ are high capacity 

compact hydraulic drive systems. 

Designed & manufactured 

in Australia for the drilling, 

construction & earthmoving 

industries. Their principal function 

is to efficiently convert the total 

available machine hydraulic 

power (kw/hp) into rotary motion.

Suit Machine Types Suit Machine Types Suit Machine Types Suit Machine Types

Micro excavators

Mini machines

Mini excavators

Skid steer loaders

HF skid steer loaders

Wheeled loaders

Tractors

Backhoes

Tele- handlers

Truck cranes

Front end loaders

Excavators

Excavators up to 40T Excavators up to 60T Excavators up to 12-50T

Applications Applications Applications Applications

Fencing

Drilling

Tree planting

Post holes

Sound barriers

Foundation drilling

Screw anchoring

Foundation drilling

Screw anchoring

Core barrelling

Custom drilling rigs

Screw anchoring 

Core barrelling

Custom drilling

Drill rig top drives.

Screw anchoring 

Core barrelling 

Foundation drilling

BENEFITS
With over 33 years of experience in pendulum drilling, Digga are the industry leaders worldwide in auger 
drive technology. Digga have the most diverse range of drives available on the market. Broken up into  
four categories.
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CONNECTING

Digga attachments are fitted to a machine usually by one of two methods either a frame or a hitch, 
hydraulic hoses are then connected:

FRAME 
Used primarily on machinery such as Skid Steer Loaders, Tele-handlers, Front End Loaders. 

 

 

HOW DO ATTACHMENTS CONNECT TO THE HOST MACHINE?
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MODULE 2AUGERS & WEARPARTS

WHAT IS AN AUGER?
An auger is a device for moving material or by means of rotating auger flighting. A Digga auger consists of 
a hub, tube, boring (cutting) head and flighting. The auger is attached to the shaft of an auger drive usually 
with a pin and clip to secure it into place. Also known or referred to as drill, bit, screw, pigs tail, drill bit.

AUGER FLIGHTING
Circular shaped steel sections (pies) with a central hole and single division cut, cut 
from plate steel of varying thicknesses. The two ends are then pulled or pressed 
in opposite directions to form helical shapes of varying pitches (distances apart). 
Flighting is fitted to the auger pipe and welded at the join.
The auger flights provide the vehicle for moving the spoil/dirt out of the drilling hole. 
They are not for the purpose of cutting out the hole. 
Auger flights can be either right-handed or left-handed. With the line of sight being 
the augers axis, if clockwise movement of the auger corresponds to axial movement 
away from the observer, then it is a right-handed helix. 
If counter-clockwise movement corresponds to axial movement away from the 
observer, it is a left-handed helix. A right-handed flight cannot be turned or flipped 
to look like a left-handed one. The most common augers are right handed.
Typically left handed flights are fitted to truck crane mount or pro-line style augers. 
(Pro-line used to make truck cranes and the name just stuck.)

 Pitch of Flight

SHALLOW PITCH 
On a single flighted auger, the shallower (flatter) the pitch the more spoil it will hold 
but the slower the lift. In sticky conditions the auger can become hard to clear 
especially around the cutting head.

STEEP PITCH 
Normally on double flighted augers. If the pitch is to shallow the auger can bog up and become 
difficult to clear. Steeper Pitch moves the spoil faster.

DIGGA STANDARDS
Digga flights tend to be a medium pitch
All Augers up to 8” are single flighted
All augers except A1 are Double Start over 8”
All augers except A1 model, above 450mm (18”) are double flighted on the whole auger

Hub

Pipe

Flites

Cutting 

head

Wear

Parts

TYPES OF AUGERS

SINGLE CUT – WHAT IS IT AND WHY WOULD YOU USE IT?
Single cut augers are designed to give less resistance and require less down pressure from the operator or 
machine. 
The flat plate with cutting teeth on one side only on the head plate reduces jamming.
Ideally suited for one man post hole borers and gravity drop 3 PTL borers
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DOUBLE START/ SINGLE HELIX
When flighting comes from both sides of the head, one side 
will only be one or ½ sections the rest will be fully flighted.

DOUBLE FLIGHTED/ DOUBLE HELIX 
Identical flighting going up both sides of the auger to the same 
level. All Digga augers over 450mm (18”) are double flighted.

DOUBLE CUT – WHAT IS IT AND WHY WOULD YOU USE IT?
Double cut refers to the cutting head of the auger. A double cut auger has pockets and replaceable teeth 
fitted to both sides of the cutting head to give all round performance in varying ground conditions. These 
augers will cut cleanly and efficiently through soft soils, clays and soft compacted ground and with the 
change of cutting tooth style will also cut through harder clays, shale and soft rock.
Fitted to a wide range of drive units and machine types. The shaft size, flight thickness and cutting head type 
would vary depending on tonnage of parent machine and nature of job intended.

DOUBLE FLIGHTED AUGER - WHAT IS IT, WHAT THE ADVANTAGES OF IT, WHAT ARE THE  
DISADVANTAGES OF IT, WHO WOULD ORDER IT?

ADVANTAGES
A double flighted auger has full spirals of flights continuing up the auger off both sides of the cutting head.
This is advantageous to the contractor if he is mainly drilling in soft soils or dry clays as the spoil tends to 
hold onto the auger flights and thus digs a cleaner hole and requires minimal clean out movements.

DISADVANTAGES
A disadvantage of the double flighted auger is clay becoming compacted into the flights which does not 
allow the clay and soil to be flicked off when clearing.
Large loose rocks and brick bats can also be jammed into the flights causing obstruction. 
Main users of these types of augers would be contractors drilling for slab foundation where the number of 
lineal metres drilled is important.
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FULLY FLIGHTED (CFA – CONTINUOUS FLIGHT AUGER)
Continuous flighted augers are commonly used in softer sandy soils where a sample of soil is required form 
various depths of the hole cut.
These augers are also used where ground conditions do not allow for the auger to be retracted each time 
the auger requires clearing. Larger production borer type rigs would use a auger of this type to grout inject 
concrete into the hole. This is achieved via a grout/concrete pump that push’s grout/concrete down the 
centre of the auger and is deposited at the base of the hole and follows the auger up as it is extracted, 
leaving a formed concrete pier after the auger is out of the ground.

The digging head of 
the auger is fitted 
with a expendable 
cap 

The auger is 
screwed into the 
ground to the 
required depth. 

Concrete is pumped 
through the hollow 
stem, blowing off 
the expendable cap 
under pressure. 

Maintaining 
positive concrete 
pressure the auger 
is withdrawn and 
the reinforcement is 
placed into the pile 
up to the required 
depth. 

SECTIONAL CFA
Used in areas with limited headroom sectional auger rotary piles up to 600mm diameter, literally they are 
sections of CFA normally 1-1.5m and section by section they are joined and put down the hole. They are 
then withdrawn the same way, it is a slow process but necessary if one intends to get down to depth with 
low headroom to get a machine under.

FULLY FLIGHTED AUGER – WHAT IS IT, WHAT THE ADVANTAGES OF IT AND WHY WOULD PEOPLE 
USE IT, WHAT ARE THE DISADVANTAGES OF IT, WHO WOULD ORDER IT?
Fully flighted augers is where the flighting travels the full length of the auger body. This allows the full length 
of the auger to be drilled into the ground and removed in one lift. Commonly used where maximum spoil 
removal is important when drilling in soft ground.

TYPES OF AUGERS
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WHY DON’T WE DOUBLE FLIGHT ALL OUR AUGERS?
The cost of this would make augers substantially more expensive, augers would be much heavier and in wet, 
gluggy or clay type conditions the material can compact into the auger and make it very difficult to clean.

HARD FACING – WHAT IS IT AND WHY IS IT USED?
Hardfacing is essentially welding a hard alloy steel to the outside of the flights or pockets to decrease wear.

WHAT DETERMINES THE LENGTH OF AN AUGER?
The depth of hole to be drilled. 
The length of an auger is determined in a number of ways. 
A customers specific requirement may call for a short or long auger. 
The maximum lift out of the parent machine whether this be the skid steer loader arms or excavator boom 
also will determine the overall length of the auger (OAL).
Augers fitted to skid steer loaders will generally be around 1200mm OAL. This fitted with an 800mm extension 
will give the operator a drilling depth of approx. 2500mm if the drive unit is able to be 
Inserted into the diameter of the hole.
Augers fitted to excavators are only governed by the maximum lift of the boom and any number of 
combinations of extensions can be fitted to achieve maximum drilling depth.

TYPES OF AUGERS - FAQ

WHICH WAY DO THESE TEETH GO ON SO THEY CUT PROPERLY?
The best guide to ensure for the correct fitment of teeth to your auger is too fit the pilot first and use the 
direction of the teeth on the pilot as your indicator. The cutting direction and action of the 
Tungsten tips should be the same on both the pilot and teeth.
On the latest version of TS-3 (D535) the Digga D535 cast into the tooth should be looking at the sky when 
the auger is in a digging position.

AUGERS 
Digga’s range of augers guide

STD 
RANGE

OAL/FLIGHT 
THICKNESS

STANDARD SIZES AVAILABLE
TEETH & 
PILOTS 
TO SUIT

SUITS  
EQUIPMENT 

RANGE
A1 900mm/6mm 50mm (2”) – 325mm (13”) TS/PS One Man Machine

A3 1200mm/6mm 100mm (4”) – 600mm (24”) TS/PS
Agricultural 
Equipment

A4 1200mm/6mm 100mm (4”) – 900mm (36”) TS/PS PDD – PD4

A5 1500mm/8mm 150mm (6”) – 1000mm (40”) TS/MSQ. PD4 – PD7
A6 1500mm/8mm 150mm (6”) – 1200mm (48”) TM/PMSQ. PD4 – PD10

A7C 1500mm/8mm 150mm (6”) – 1000mm (40”) TTC/PMHX PD5 – PD10

A7D 1500mm/8mm 150mm (6”) – 1000mm (40”) TTD/PMHX PD5 – PD10

A8 1500mm/10mm 150mm (6”) – 1500mm (60”) TM/PH3  PD12 – PD20
A9 1500mm/10mm 150mm (6”) – 1500mm (60”) TTD/PH3 PD12 – PD20
A10 1550mm/12mm 150mm (6”) – 1500mm (60”) TTD/PH3 PD25 – PD50
A11 1550mm/12mm 150mm (6”) – 1500mm (60”) TTL/PH3 PD25 – PD50
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BORING HEAD (CUTTING HEAD)

Either welded or bolted onto the end of an auger. The boring head is constructed from a shaped plasma 
cut steel plate that has pockets, and a socket or drive lug welded to the centre of it.  Teeth are inserted into 
the pockets and held in place by a friction devise of some sort either padlock, rubber or a taper design. A 
pilot is either inserted into the central socket, or placed over the drive lug and held in position with a bolt 
and lock nut. The pockets are set at a unique angle of 35º-50º as designed by Digga to optimise the cutting 
effectiveness of the teeth.  
Double cut refers to the cutting head of the auger having pockets and replaceable teeth fitted to both sides 
of the cutting head to give all round performance in varying ground conditions.
Single cut refers to the cutting head of the auger having pockets only on one side of the cutting head. The 
flat plate with cutting teeth on one side only on the head plate reduces jamming.
Ideally suited for One Man Post Hole Borers and Gravity Drop 3 PTL Borers

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A C & D POCKET?  
D is the universal used tooth and pocket system used. 
C pockets should only be used when specifically requested by the customer. The C - Tooth is identified by 
a machined ring or groove in the tapered shank. C - Pocket had a machined ring or groove half way up on 
the body of the pocket.
D - Tooth has a smooth tapered shank. D - Pocket has a machined groove through knock-out holes.

D POCKET
D965
TTD-3

D1030
TTS-3 C POCKET

C965
TTC-3

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE
Monotungsten carbide, WC, or Ditungsten Carbide, W2C, is a chemical compound containing tungsten and 
carbon, similar to titanium carbide. 
Its extreme hardness makes it useful in the manufacture of cutting tools, abrasives and bearings, as a cheaper 
and more heat-resistant alternative to diamond. Tungsten provides extended wear life and performance of 
the Digga teeth and pilots.

HOW TO MEASURE THE DIAMETER OF THE AUGER

DIAMETER






